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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the design of a generic model for the
control and monitoring of dynamic systems, based on the
MDA approach. The object-oriented modeling of systems that
use the UML meta-model results in a control system model
must be independent from the implementation platform or
technology. This model is further enriched with connectivity
information from the signal channels as well as the
synchronization of the process in order to incorporate these
constraints into the generated code. This enrichment of the
model with connectivity information is due to the extension of
UML by the stereotype objects such as "PhysicalPort",
"Thread", "CoMoDSSignal", "SignalType".
The new model so obtained is combined with a model of the
implementation platform to generate code segments which
contain instructions for accessing the signal channels and
synchronizing the process. We used the well-built UML
activity diagram call CTAD to model our system. The Model
and the Control Algorithm have been applied to the Southern
Interconnected Network of the Cameroon Power System and
this enabled the approach to be validated. The instructions for
accessing the signal channels are substituted by instructions
for writing data to a text file. The control data obtained is used
in drawing graphs of the various system outputs, using the
"SCILAB" software.

Keywords: Generic Architecture, Dynamic Systems, MDA
Approach, UML, Control and Monitoring, Model transformation, Reusable.

1. INTRODUCTION
In early seventies, control and monitoring of dynamic
systems were realized with specialized electronic cards
with fixed functionalities. Nowadays, information
technologies make things shift [7]. Indeed, electronic
cards for control and monitoring with specific
functionality are replaced by a set of tasks carried out by
a computer.
The computer use as control/monitoring node,
exchanges the information with the physical system by
communication ports. In [14], the author presents a

classification of digital control and the conclusion shows
that digital control by computer offers great scalability
and flexibility, broadens monitoring capability, diagnostics and advanced supervision functionalities. However,
representation of control/monitoring system requires a
few constraints that must be taken into account at a
higher level of abstraction of MDA process [19], [20],
[21] to produce systems not only easily maintainable but
also reusable. In this paper, we will emphasize on
communication by computer through its physical ports,
the spatial distributed of modern dynamic systems and
the synchronization of the monitoring, communication
and control processes. In the second constraint, we shall
distinguish "thread" processes from simple processes.
Today, modeling languages do not take into account
physical port concept. They are characterized by a set of
properties that are essentials for the communication
between a computer and its peripherals, to bring up
some tools to fill the gap for the benefit of designers.
The paper is organized in six sections.
This work covers several research areas such as
automation control, mathematics and computing. In
Section two, we present the review of the literature
about dynamic system, the monitoring/control system.
Our monitoring/control approach is based on system
modeled in the state space [15]. Section three present the
review of the literature, concerning the software
engineering tools, the design of reusable and maintainable architectures in systems engineering. Concerning
reusability and maintainability, we come back with a
survey on the evolution of this concept from reusable
class to framework through patterns. Section four
presents the MDA approach on the realization of
reusable and maintainable architecture. We present in
this section the UML extension that we need to build our
operational model and our transformation system
architecture. Some elements of the profile and a generic
architecture using this elements are proposed for the
control/monitoring of dynamic system. We also present
the concept of and (Dynamic Object Diagram) that we
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use to model our system. An except of the architecture
for the transformation of the described model is also
presented. Many reasons justify the development of a
new module for code generation to be coupled to our
model:
 The percentage of code generated,
 The enrichment of the model with information of
the domain (communication through ports)
brings properties and methods. The use of UML
stereotypes in the implementation of this
extension presents some limitations because
UML stereotypes bring only properties.
The methods that go with our properties shall be added
by the code generator.
The result of the implementation and the conducted
experimentation of our method in the Topcased platform
[9] are described in Section five. We conclude in
Section six and draw some future work.

about digital control of dynamic system modeled in the
state space. The system is given in its continuous form
by the equation (1):
.

 x  Ax  Bu


 y  Cx  Du


(1)

where x Є Rn represents the state of the system,
u Є Rm is the input of the system,
y Є Rl is the output of the system,
 A is the evolution state matrix;
 B is the application matrix of control law;
 C is the output matrix;
 D is the direct application matrix of control
input, which is considered null since for real
system, there is no direct inference of the input
on output.
The discretisation of this system gives the recurrent
system of equations (2)

2. CONTROL AND MONITORING OF
THE DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

 x(k  1)  AD x(k )  BD u (k )
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2.1 Dynamic systems

With

A dynamic system consists of three parts:
The physical system,
The actuator, which applies to the physical
system a new control law and
 The sensors that provide the current state of the
system.
Controlling the process by state feedback is based on the
prior reconstruction, thereof by an estimate. This
estimate uses a model of the physical system. We are
interested in this work to the modeling in the state space.
Figure 1 presents the main components of an automatic
dynamic system.
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2.2 Monitoring of the dynamic systems

Fig. 1. Main components of an automatic dynamic system.

In automatic, there are two classes of control: the analog
control [9], where the synthesis is achieved by means of
electronic cards with specific functionalities; and the
digital control [8], [24] where the synthesis is achieved
by algorithms executed by a computer. This paper is

The defect detection uses an indicator of defect named
residue [2]. An ideal residue must remain to zero if there
is no defect. The modeling errors and the noises make
that residue cannot remain to zero in real system.
Therefore, the assessment of residues is not a trivial task
and must be formulated in a statistical way. Noises from
which depend the residues are random and statistical
tools as hypothesis test is used to detect the apparition of
defect. Detection is a binary test that permits to know if
a system is functioning normally. It is done with a
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success probability, it is the probability of good
detection. Unfortunately, detection is always achieved
with a certain probability of failure, probability of false
alerts. It is the probability to detect a defect when there
is no one. This type of defect is very damaging because
supervisor quickly loses confidence to detectors (these
one announcing fictional defect). Moreover, it can lead
to inappropriate or misconfigurations or to halt the
system and this might cause losses. In order to decide
whether one or none of our system has default using
the ”khi-deux” test, we calculate the defect indicator
with the help of the following formula:


yref (k )  yi (k ) 


i 1
y (k )

2

r

D

k

ref

r is the width of observation window that will be 2 in
this case. In fact, we consider as defect indicator, the
sum of the errors on the model and on the physical
system.
Dk follows a “khi-deux” law with r-1 and α as
parameters and where α is the break-even. If

Dk   2 (k  1,  ) , the component is faultless or the
fault is tolerable otherwise the k component presents a
defect.

2.3 Control of the dynamic systems
When a defect is detected, the control systems reacts
automatically by computing the new control law and
apply it on the physical system. This control law is
computed by solving the system of linear equations
given by the first equation of the system of linear
equations (2), where x(k+1) is the state to reach, x(k) is
the current defect state of the system and u(k +1) is the
new law to compute to reach x(k +1).

3. MDA DESIGN APPROACH IN
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
3.1 Classical approach in software developments
The concept of domain components results from the
domain object [25], with the spread of the object
oriented programming at the end of the eighties and the
beginning of the nineties had arisen the need of new
knowledge reutilization which is different from those
that are represented in simple objects.
These ideas are based on the capture and the characterization of recurrent artifacts. Research on identification and representation of invariant objects through all
the applications of the same domain began in health,
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transportation, energy, finance, banking and life science
[5] and continue nowadays in industrial domains.
By the way, the limits of the object approach in terms of
granularity appeared quickly when it comes for the
reutilization in a knowledge domain. That is why we
passed from the objects reutilization or parameterized
classes to reutilization based on frameworks through
reutilization based on patterns.
 Patterns favour knowledge transfer, but do not
favour operational models.
 Frameworks are generic applications, partly
finished architectures that provide reutilization
both at the architectural and implementation
time ([10], [16], [17]).
Their granularity is more important than the patterns
since they permit the instantiation of complete and full
applications. However, the other side of the coin is the
complexity of their architecture that leads to a long
apprenticeship for the designer. Their operationality is
due to the fact that they are implemented and therefore
are hardly migrable toward another platform.
In [25], authors proposed a combination of the above
stated elements to build operational micro-applications.
There are still several problems to be solved [21] and
notably the fact that:
 a framework provides more than the needs of a
particular application. That is why in a
framework, many components are not
compulsory for a given application and may
complicate the understanding and the
reutilization.
 the designers freedom is restricted by the
previously achieved choices when developing
by using frameworks.
 the reutilization of many frameworks in the
same
application
may
lead
to
an
incompatibility
problem
of
different
architectures.
 frameworks are hardly maintainable.

3.2 Software development base on the models
The model-driven engineering (MDE) has allowed
several significant improvements in the development of
complex systems by putting the focus on a more abstract
concern than the classical programming. It is a form of
generative engineering in which all or part of an
application is generated from models [6] [4].
One of the main ideas is to use many different Domain
Specific Modeling Languages (DSML) as required over
the time of the development or by technological aspect.
The current challenge of the software engineering
community is to simplify the definition of new DSML
and thus providing technologies of meta-level such as
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editors (textual or graphical), generators or tools for
model execution, validation and verification.

3.3 Models transformation
In this paper, we use the MDA approach [12], [13], [11]
to produce our generic model. In the literature, the MDA
development process introduces PIM and PSM concepts
that permit to schematize the steps of modeling and
implementing software. The general principle of the
MDA approach has four levels of transformation,
divided in horizontal transformation that permits to
enrich the current model. In these transformations, the
metamodel is not generally changed. The vertical
transformation that permit to pass from a metamodel “i”
to a specific metamodel “j”. This approach considerably
reduces the time of realization (implementation) and the
development cost of the systems which are more and
more complex. However, the fact that it is based on
several levels of transformation (horizontal transformation: PIM-PIP, PSM-PSP) and (vertical transformation
PIM-PSM, PSM-code) makes its implementation more
complex. We use in this work a MDA approach with
one level of transformation [23], [1]. Figure 2 illustrates
the approach.
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for its initialization. CoMoDSSignal models the signals
exchanged by the port through its pin. Each signal has a
name, a type and moves in a determined way (direction).
The types supported by the DB9 port are described by
the stereotype SignalType. The symbol used to represent
the physical port in the model is the same as the SysML
[22] flow ports use with different semantics.

Fig. 3. Diagram for extension of UML port [18].

The ”thread” stereotype: In this section, we give the
definition of the profile that we propose to annotate the
elements of our model with the information that permits
to recognize it as an autonomous process. In its version
1.3, UML proposes a stereotype ”thread”. However, this
UML enrichment is instead to facilitate both
communication among designers team and the
documentation of the system. It is not possible to use it
to produce operational model. Figure 4 presents the
stereotype ”thread” that we propose.

Fig. 4. Diagram for extension of process synchronization.
Fig. 2. One level MDA transformation.

4. DESIGN APPROACH OF THE
OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS
4.1 UML Extension for operational modelisation
UML port extension: Figure 3 presents the UML
diagram that we propose for the extension of the
communication ports. PhysicalPort is a point of
communications between a software component and a
physical system connected to a computer through the
serial port. It is described by a set of useful properties

The stereotype ”thread” brings to modelling elements
information that permit to categorize (classify) them in
periodic, aperiodic, acyclic, sporadic and background
processes. That is why it possesses the attributees ”typeprotocol” and ”period”. ”typeprotocol” gives
information on the nature of the synchronization defined
by ”protocol”. ”Period” gives information on the
periodicity of the process. It is a time variable taking
into account for periodic and background processes.
Periodic processes are re-executed every period
indicated in the attribute ”period”. In the implementation,
we can clearly see below that the element
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marked ”thread” automatically integrates the method
run().

4.2 Modelisation by the CTAD
We use the CTAD concept proposed in [3] that means
Complex Time Activity Diagram to model our system.
The system is built by composition of patterns, using
activities diagrams of UML. The figure 5 below is an
example of CTAD diagram. Pi for ( 1  i  n 1) and Qj
for ( 1  j  m ), represent respectively the inputs and
the outputs of the CTAD.

Fig. 6. UML generic model component [18].

Fig. 5. CTAD diagram.

Figure 7 shows the composite activity diagram (CTAD)
for the behavior CTAD Start of the system.

The behavior of each class of the UML class diagram of
the system is modeled by a CTAD. The classes inherit
the inputs and outputs of the CTAD that model behavior.
A sequence of objects of class through their inputs and
outputs leads to a ”Dynamic object Diagram” call DoD.

4.3 Abstract model system and transformation
design
Figure 6 presents the model of ”System Component”
package we have described in [26] using agent
technology. ”Control” and ”Monitoring” components
stereotyped with ”Physical-Ports” are enriched
automatically by the Init Port() operation.
The ”Monitoring” component supporting the message
RxD type is enriched automatically by the Read Data()
operation whereas, the component ”Control” supporting
the message TxD type is automatically enriched by the
Write Data() operation. From the analytic state of the
system produced by the Calculate X() operation and the
physical state produced by the Read Data() operation,
the operation Calculate Residu() calculates the indicator
of defect that is used to decide if the system is in
working state or not.

Fig. 7. CTAD Start of the system.

Figure 8 shows the composite activity diagram (CTAD)
for the behavior CTAD Monitoring of the system.
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Fig. 10. DoD for the monitoring and control processes of the system.

Fig. 8. CTAD Monitoring of the system.

Figure 9 shows the composite activity diagram (CTAD)
for the behavior CTAD Control of the system.

Fig. 9. CTAD Control of the system.

Figure 10 shows the Dynamic Object Diagram (DoD)
for the monitoring and control processes of the system.

Transformation model Architecture: This paragraph
presents the steps that lead the model to the realization
of our component, and show in details the mechanisms
of our architecture of transformation. Given the number
of parameters to process, both in terms of descriptions of
communication by port and other constraints of the
domain (PIM level), and in terms of implementation
technologies (PSM level), it seemed judicious to group
the different tasks in the form of generic services:
 model access service,
 code generation service,
 code transformation service or code adaptation
service.
These services are defined in a generic manner, as
interfaces, in order to remain independent compared
with existing technologies, but also to easily integrate
upcoming new technologies. A general description of
these services is presented at figure 11. From the UML
model of our component, processed by the access
service to the models, the service of code generation and
the service of adaptation interact to analyze and
transform the model. These actions, controlled by
specific templates of the destination platform, permit to
obtain at the end the processing code and configuration
files.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
5.1 Case study: RISC
We present in this section the model of the
Interconnected South Cameroon network (RISC) that
come from the thesis of Tsochounie [27]. Each unit is
represented by a single alternator, modeled in the state
space. It is obtained by integration of the following submodels: turbine-alternator, regulation of speed, power
regulation and load. We give below some parameters of
the system modeled in the state space.
Table 1: A State Matrix of the Cameroon Electrical Network

Table 2: Cameroon Electrical Network Input Matrix

Fig. 11. Excerpt of the global architecture of the transformation
module [18].

The code generation service, is a sub-system that maps
each element of the UML metamodel save in xml format
to its equivalent in the target language. We model our
code generation service by a finite states machine
(figure 12), where the states are represented by a UML
metamodel elements.

Fig. 12. Excerpt of the finite state machine modeling our code
skeleton.
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Table 3: Cameroon Electrical Network Output Matrix

5.2 Code generation Implementation
The aim of this paragraph is to present some results
obtained after experimentations. We use in this paper
the platform TOPCASED [9]. Figure 13 is an excerpt of
the treelike view of the model. Figure 14 is an excerpt of
the XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) code produced
by the model used as input of the code generator.

Fig. 13. Treelike model representation.

The service access to model extracts the elements of
the model from the file containing this code which is
already enriched with the specific parameters to the
technology and the platform specified by the user
(type of physical port, name of the platform, version of
the platform, name of the middleware, version of the
middleware, implementation of the middleware,
programming language, version of the programming
language) and stock it in its internal structure that is
not presented in this paper. For each element of the
model, the code generator and the code adapter
interact to produce specific code from the information
below.

Fig. 14. Excerpt of XMI code of the model.

In this example, the monitoring class is
stereotyped ”PhysicalPort” and ”Thread” which are
defined in XMI through the”CoMoDSProfil:
PhysicalPort” and”CoMoDSProfil:
Threadt”tags with ”_Qi_igNHBEdyW3dZeKBdtV w”
as the value of the attribute ”base Class” which is also
the identifier of the stereotyped class. Elements
stereotyped ”PhysicalPort” support signals that the
identifier is mentioned in the ”SignalEX” attribute. We
have paid a special attention on the monitoring process
and here its value is ”_Y_
7aGIP2LEdyimf2qLL5Okw”. Our code generator uses
these information to automatically generate some
methods
of
the
final
system
as”Run
()” , ”Init_Port()”, ”Read_Data()”. The specific
domain model is combined with the platform model
that we do not present in this paper, containing
destination platform specification defined by the
designer. In order to be used, the code generator
requires a set of system parameters, namely: the state
matrix, the input matrix, the output matrix and the
state reference vector. Figure 15 presents the interface
for logging the variables of the state matrix for statespace control and figure 16 the interface of our code
generator.

Fig. 15. Interface for logging the state matrix of the system
(turboalternator).
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5.3 Results
The vector of input variables is as follows:
 Pref 


G   nref 
U 
 ref 
with Pref  0 ; nref  0 ; U ref  0
The state vector is given by the table 4:
Table 4: State Vector of the System Studied

Fig. 16. Interface for code generation.

Figure 17 presents an excerpt of code for the class
Monitoring issued from our code generator.

Fig. 17. Excerpt of skeleton code of the monitoring class.

Two levels of reusability are mentioned: the stereotype
and the model reusability. The stereotype reusability
can lead to a new domain specific model. Furthermore,
starting from the same model, we could migrate our
system on a new platform (operating system, language
as C++, component) by integrating to our code
generator an appropriated code domain specific
skeleton. Such a situation shows how our system
improves reusability. About maintainability, when
technology changes, the designer integrates in the
generator and appropriated technology skeleton and
regenerate the new system code without changing the
application logic.

 id : armature current in the d-axis;
 iq : armature current in the q-axis;
 iF : excitation current;
 p : pole wheel oscillation angle;
 n : pole wheel oscillation speed;
 Tem : mechanical torque;
 PL : Relative power;
 QL : Active power;
 ud : armature voltage in the d-axis;
 uq : armature voltage in the q-axis;
 uF : excitation voltage;
 u : armature voltage
 y : water flow rate.
Only five variables (id, iq, iF, p, n) of the state vector
above are magnitudes with physical meaning and can
be measured.
These results are produced by considering the small
changes in inputs around a stable working point. In
good working order, the variation of the inputs is zero,
which gives zero values to the variation of system
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states, and zero values to the variation of system
outputs.
A unit step disturbance applied to the input of the
system gives the results below: (for U=[1, 0, 0] with
T=0.00005, Epsilon=0.00000005, and Alpha=5% ).
From this state, using the second equation of the
mathematical model of the system, given by equation
(2), we obtained the outputs below. Table 5 give the
state of the system after disturbance.
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Table 7: State System After Disturbance

Table 5: State System After Disturbance

Table 8: System Output After Correction

The table 7 gives the system output after disturbance
and the table 8 gives the system output after correction.
We give below some experimental results, as curves of
disturbed and corrected outputs. Representations are
made on scale 1014. The results given in Tables 7 and
8 are used to draw the curves:

From our method ”calculer_U() ”, we calculate a new
control law to apply to the system in order to correct
the default. Table VI below illustrates the result of this
calculation.
Table 6: Control Low for Correction of the Defect

Fig. 18. Electric moment deviation for a disturbance in the unit step.
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Fig. 19. Longitudinal current deviation for a disturbance in the unit
step.

Fig. 20. Speed deviation to a disturbance in the unit step.

It emerges from the above curves that, all the system
outputs studied in this example are sensitive to
disturbance. They all react to the disturbance initially,
before stabilizing at a given value. Some of them, like
the Speed deviation curve, stabilizes at the value zero
(without default).

6. CONCLUSIONS
We presented in this paper a design approach for the
production of a reusable application and easily
maintainable application. We exploited the approach
recommended by the MDA method, based on three
phases: The production of the PIM models, the
production of PSM models and the generation of the
codes in conformity with the technical specifications
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and specific platform at the PSM level. Our approach
consists in integrating in the PIM phase (higher level of
the conception) the information on the mechanisms of
communication by a physical ports. The uses of this
information is possible thanks to a UML extension by
stereotyping model elements in order to keep the model
generic and give to designers more flexibility.
We use the well-built UML activity diagram call CTAD
and the dynamic object diagram call DoD to model our
system behavior.
The obtained model at the end of the PIM phase is
completed by the specific platform information given by
the designer at the PSM phase, followed by a generation
of the skeletons of associated codes. All these processes
are taken in charge by a module of transformation that
makes this phase of the conception automatic.
We end this work by an experimental study that
highlights the results of the code generator and control.
The case study, that concerns the ”control of RISC”
allowed us to validate the correction of the defect by our
system. This example was implemented and a
simulation in ”Scilab” shows the convergence and
stability of the outputs of the system.
Two reuse levels are highlighted here, reuse of proposed
stereotypes and the reuse of the business model.
The integration of business models as we have done in
this work leads to the development approach of software
that we qualify semi-automatic. The future of software
engineering provides a fully automatic approach, where
the products will be an executable models.
Moreover, the finding that now emerges is that of a
proliferation of metamodel, to describe different aspects
of the same system, either to denote different levels of
abstraction. This shift towards metamodels also resulted
in the development of many new specific languages in
the IDM approach. This results in severe problems of
Integration of these languages, which tend to disperse
the model manipulation concepts.
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